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Abstract: In recent years, the conventional degrees of freedom in frequency and time have been fully used. It is difficult to further
improve the performance of communication systems with such degrees of freedom. Orbital angular momentum (OAM), which
provides a new degree of freedom for millimeter-wave (mmWave) wireless communication systems, has been recognized as a key
enabling technique for future mobile communication networks. By combining OAM beams that have theoretically infinite and
mutually orthogonal states with the generalized spatial modulation (GSM) strategy, a new OAM-GSM mmWave wireless communication system is designed in this paper. A bit error rate (BER) model of the OAM-GSM system is established based on
channel flip precoding. The channel capacity, energy efficiency, and BER of the proposed OAM-GSM mmWave wireless
communication system are simulated. Numerical results show that, compared with traditional GSM systems, the OAM-GSM
system has more complex transmission and reception mechanisms but the channel capacity and maximum achievable energy
efficiency are increased by 80% and 54%, respectively, and the BER drops by 91.5%.
Key words: Orbital angular momentum (OAM); Generalized spatial modulation (GSM); Millimeter-wave communication;
Channel capacity; Energy efficiency; Bit error rate (BER)
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1 Introduction
In recent years, with the widespread use of mobile phones and other electronic products, the requirements for communication systems have gradually changed. The communication system needs to
accommodate more users and a larger amount of data,
and to meet higher quality-of-service (QoS) requirements. Correspondingly, the wireless communication industry has shown explosive growth (Rap-
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paport, 1996; GSMR, 2011). In traditional wireless
communication systems such as multi-input multioutput (MIMO) (Goldsmith et al., 2003), modulation
strategies such as spatial modulation (SM) (Mesleh et
al., 2006) and generalized spatial modulation (GSM)
(Younis et al., 2010) have been proposed to increase
the transmission rate of millimeter-wave (mmWave)
communication systems. At the same time, the conventional degrees of freedom in frequency and time
have been fully used. It is difficult to further improve
the performance of communication systems with the
degrees of freedom mentioned above. Orbital angular
momentum (OAM) technology can provide a new
degree of freedom for wireless communication systems because of the theoretically infinite OAM states
and natural orthogonality among different OAM
states. With the increasing frequency of electromagnetic waves used in wireless communication systems,
OAM technology has received much attention.
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According to the classical electromagnetic field
theory, electromagnetic waves have not only linear
but also angular momentum (Beth, 1936). The angular momentum is divided into two parts. One is spin
angular momentum (SAM) and the other is OAM.
SAM is used mainly to describe the polarization state
of electromagnetic waves, including two orthogonal
states of vertical and horizontal polarization (Yao and
Padgett, 2011). Unlike SAM with only two polarization states, OAM has multiple states (Yao and Padgett,
2011), and electromagnetic waves with different
OAM states are orthogonal to each other. The primary
characteristic of OAM beams is that their equiphase
surfaces are curved ones that spiral along with the
transmission of the electromagnetic beams. In addition, the OAM beam propagates in the form of a divergent circular ring, whose energy is concentrated
mainly on the ring around the launch axis, namely the
ring area of the OAM beam. In general, the radius of
the ring increases with the increase of the transmission distance.
Allen L et al. (1992) discovered that LaguerreGaussian (LG) beams with helical phase wavefronts
of azimuth exp(−jlφ) carry OAM, and proved that
there exist an infinite number of discrete orthogonal
OAM states for LG beams. Since then, OAM has
been extensively studied in the field of optical communications. Gibson et al. (2004) encoded information on OAM states and demonstrated optical link
communications based on OAM modulation in free
space by experiment, and proved the unique confidentiality advantage of OAM communications. Wang
J et al. combined OAM with traditional analogdivision multiplexing technology (Wang J et al., 2012;
Willner et al., 2012). The obtained free space optical
communication system achieves a communication
capacity of 2.56 Tb/s and a spectrum efficiency of
95.7 bits/(s·Hz).
The application of OAM has greatly improved
the performance of optical communication systems,
which inspires the application of OAM to the field of
wireless communication. Thidé et al. (2007) used
uniform circular arrays (UCAs) to generate OAM
electromagnetic waves and proved that radio frequency electromagnetic waves also carry OAM states.
In the experiment conducted in Venice, the authors
used reflective spiral parabolic antennas to generate
OAM signals and simultaneously transmitted two

signals in the same frequency band. The feasibility of
OAM wireless transmission technology was verified
for the first time and the use of OAM electromagnetic
waves has the potential to greatly increase the wireless communication capacity (Tamburini et al., 2012).
Schemmel et al. (2014) generated OAM beams in the
mmWave band through spiral phase plates and
measured the intensity and phase of OAM beam using
three-dimensional (3D) detectors. A loop antenna
theory was proposed (Hui et al., 2015; Zheng et al.,
2015a, 2015b). Based on this theory, a slot antenna
based on a ring cavity resonator was designed to
simultaneously emit two or even four different OAM
electromagnetic waves. In terms of OAM state detection, a phase gradient method was proposed (Mohammadi et al., 2010). In addition, compared with
other traditional communication systems such as
MIMO, whether or not the application of OAM waves
can improve the channel capacity and spectrum efficiency of a communication system has been controversial in academic circles. Edfors and Johansson
(2012) pointed out that the communication system
using OAM states for information transmission is
only a subset of MIMO systems and that the application of OAM waves cannot increase the capacity of
communication systems. Scholars have used
mmWave for communication and multiplexing the
OAM state using the orthogonality among OAM
states (Yan et al., 2014). A system with a transmission
distance of 2.5 m was realized and the system finally
achieved a spectral efficiency of 16 bits/(s·Hz). Zhang
ZF et al. (2016) focused on the phase singularity of
OAM beams and realized a new type of MIMO system combined with OAM technology. This confirmed
that the channel capacity performance of MIMO
systems combined with OAM technology is superior
to that of traditional MIMO systems. Zhang WT et al.
(2017) combined OAM electromagnetic waves with
mode division multiplexing (MDM) technology to
propose an OAM-MDM system, and their experiments proved that the OAM-MDM system has higher
spectral efficiency and lower computational complexity than a traditional MIMO system. In addition,
Allen B et al. (2014) put forward an idea of using the
OAM state to encode and decode information bits. In
addition, an OAM-SM system was proposed and a
strategy for encoding and demodulation using the
OAM state was given (Ge et al., 2017). In view of the
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unique energy spatial distribution characteristics of
OAM beams, Wang L et al. (2017) modeled OAM
wireless communication channels. Simulations
proved that the channel capacity of the OAM-MIMO
system based on this channel model is superior to that
of traditional MIMO systems.
The above-mentioned research on applying
OAM to wireless communication systems focused
mainly on the use of orthogonality between OAM
states for channel multiplexing and performance
comparisons with traditional MIMO systems. However, to the best of our knowledge, little research has
used OAM states to encode and decode information.
Although Allen B et al. (2014) proposed the idea of
using OAM states to encode and decode information
bits, no complete system was proposed. Although a
complete system for coding and decoding information
bits using the OAM state was proposed, it was limited
to the combination of OAM and SM, in which an
antenna is selected to be activated for signal transmission in a time slot (Ge et al., 2017). Inspired by the
idea of using OAM states to encode signals, in this
study OAM is combined with GSM, in which multiple antennas are activated for signal transmission in
the same time slot. We study a signal detection algorithm of the OAM-GSM system, and model and
simulate its channel capacity, energy efficiency, and
bit error rate (BER). In addition, we optimize the BER
performance using precoding algorithms. Simulations
show that the OAM-GSM system can greatly increase
the system capacity and maximum achievable energy
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efficiency and reduce the system BER compared to
traditional GSM systems. The main contributions of
this article are as follows:
1. Combining OAM technology with GSM, a
new type of multi-antenna mmWave wireless communication system is designed. This has potential for
better performance.
2. The channel capacity, energy efficiency, and
BER of the proposed OAM-GSM system are theoretically modeled and a channel flip precoding algorithm is used to improve the BER of the system.
3. Based on the modeling and performance
analysis of channel capacity, energy efficiency, and
BER of the OAM-GSM system, simulations show
that significant performance gains can be achieved by
the proposed OAM-GSM system as compared to
traditional GSM systems.

2 OAM-GSM system model
2.1 OAM-GSM system model
The model diagram of the OAM-GSM system is
shown in Fig. 1.
The distinguishing feature of a wireless OAM
electromagnetic wave is that it has a helical phase
wavefront, and the wavefront phase of a wireless
OAM electromagnetic wave with different OAM
states is also different. As such, the phase change of
an OAM electromagnetic wave is sampled by two
sampling antennas at the receiving end, based on
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Fig. 1 System model of the proposed OAM-GSM mmWave communication system
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which the OAM state of the OAM electromagnetic
wave can be calculated using the phase gradient
method. A uniform linear array composed of M OAM
transmitting antennas is the transmitter of the
OAM-GSM system. The receiver of the system consists of M groups of receiving antenna pairs, and each
group of receiving antenna pairs contains two receiving antennas. The transmitter of the system uses
the widely used Cassegrain antennas as OAM transmitting antennas (Zheng et al., 2015b). Cassegrain
antennas can simultaneously generate multiple OAM
waves with different OAM states; that is, a single
antenna can be used to transmit electromagnetic
waves in different OAM states and also switch OAM
beams in different OAM states. By configuring a
Cassegrain antenna with a reflector for beam focusing,
the OAM beam emitted by it can be made more directional, so that the divergence angles of OAM
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RXm,2
β
M
Ma
I ma
A
s

qnn
H1
ln

H nln,1
wn(z)
ln
hmn
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qmn,1
qmn,2

beams emitted in different OAM states are more
similar. Therefore, at the same transmission distance,
the ring areas of OAM beams in different OAM states
have the same radius. In addition, the receiving antenna pairs at the receiver of the system are all arranged in the ring area of the OAM beam transmitted
by the corresponding transmitting antenna. The main
notations used in this paper are summarized in Table 1.
In the system model of the OAM-GSM system, TXn
represents the nth (1≤n≤M) transmitting antenna at the
transmitter. RXm,1 and RXm,2 represent the first and
second antennas of the mth (1≤m≤M) receiving antenna pair at the receiver, respectively. The uniform
linear array composed of the first antennas of M receiving antenna pairs at the receiver is placed in parallel with the uniform linear array at the transmitter.
At the same time, the angle between the first and
second antennas of all receiving antenna pairs is β.

Table 1 Simulation parameters
Meaning
Symbol
Meaning
The nth transmitting antenna at the transmitter
Q
OAM state set
The first antenna of the mth receiving antenna
dmn,1
Radial distance from receiving antenna RXm,1 to
pair at the receiver
transmitting antenna TXn
dmn,2
The second antenna of the mth receiving anRadial distance from receiving antenna RXm,2 to
tenna pair at the receiver
transmitting antenna TXn
dnn
The angle between the second antenna and the
Radial distance between transmitting antenna
first antenna of all receiving antenna pairs
TXn and receiving antenna RXn,1
Number of transmitting antennas
θmn,1
Azimuth of receiving antenna RXm,1
Number of activated antennas
θmn,2
Azimuth of receiving antenna RXm,2
Serial number of the activated antennas
k
Wave number
Antenna selection matrix
λ
Wavelength
Symbol set of GSM
Modulation symbol vector

Modulation symbol vector set
Transmission vectors of GSM
x
Circularly symmetric complex Gaussian noise
Distance between transmitting antenna TXn
w
vector
and receiving antennas RXn,1 and RXn,2
Channel gain matrix from the transmitter to
H2
Channel gain matrix from the transmitter to the
the first antenna in receiving antenna pairs
second antenna in receiving antenna pairs
OAM state of an OAM wave emitted by the nth
ωn
Optical waist radius of the OAM wave when the
transmitting antenna
OAM state is ln and z=0
ln
Channel gain between the first antenna in
Channel
gain between the second antenna in
H n ,2
receiving antenna pairs and the nth transreceiving antenna pairs and the nth transmitmitting antenna
ting antenna
Radius where the amplitude of electromagσ
Angle between two receiving antennas in a pair
netic wave drops to 1/e
of receiving antennas
ln
Channel
gain between the second antenna in the
Channel gain between the first antenna in the
hmn,2
mth receiving antenna pair and the nth transmth receiving antenna pair and the nth
transmitting antenna
mitting antenna
Number of modulation symbol vectors
Number of activated antenna matrices

Gain coefficient of the transmitting antenna

Number of channel gain matrices
Distance from receiving antenna RXm,1 to
Phase of the OAM beam detected by receiving
m,1
transmitting antenna TXn
antenna RXm,1
Distance from receiving antenna RXm,2 to
Phase of the OAM beam detected by receiving
m,2
transmitting antenna TXn
antenna RXm,2
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We ensure that RXm,1, RXm,2 antennas are in the circular area of the OAM beam transmitted by TXn, so
the relative position between receiving antenna pair
RXm,1, RXm,2 and transmitting antenna TXn satisfies
m=n.
In the OAM-GSM system, multiple transmitting
antennas are activated as activated antennas which
transmit signals at each moment. Assuming that at a
certain moment, Ma antennas are selected from the M
transmitting antennas as activated antennas to trans-





log C M a 
2
M

2 

sets of
mit signals, then there are  
transmitting antenna combinations for modulating
information bits. The set consisting of matrices determined by the combinations of the activated antenna
is represented as , which is called the antenna selection matrix set. The antenna selection matrix corresponding to the activated antenna selected at a certain moment is denoted as A, and A   M M a ,
A  . The antenna selection matrix A is selected
from the antenna selection matrix set  with a medium probability. In addition, A is a sparse matrix,
which contains only 0 or 1 element value. If I1, …,
I ma , …, I M a represent the serial numbers of the activated antennas selected at a certain moment and I ma
represents the antenna number of the math activated
antenna, then values of element Aij in row i and
column j of matrix A are
1, i  I ma , j  ma ,
Aij  
0, otherwise.

(1)

The modulation symbol transmitted by each activated antenna adopts P-point constellation modulation, and the modulation symbol is selected from P
constellation symbols with a medium probability. 
represents a set of all possible modulation symbol
vectors transmitted by Ma activated antennas, and s
represents the modulation symbol vector transmitted
by Ma activated antennas at a certain time, s   M a
and s  . The number of vectors contained in  is

  P M a and s is a modulation symbol vector selected from  with a medium probability. In addition,
if the OAM state of the OAM beam transmitted by the
ith transmitting antenna is li and the OAM state set is
Q which contains L OAM states, then li is selected

from L OAM states in Q with a medium probability.
H1   M M is used to represent the channel
gain matrix from the transmitter of the OAM-GSM
system to the first antenna in all receiving antenna
pairs, and H 2   M M is used to represent the
channel gain matrix from the transmitter of the
OAM-GSM system to the second antenna in all receiving antenna pairs. For channel matrices







l1
l2
lM
l1
M M
and H 2  H1,2
H1  H1,1
, H 2,1
, , H M
,
,1  



l2
lM
M M
H 2,2
, , H M
of the OAM-GSM system,
,2  

the OAM wireless channel model proposed by Wang
ln
L et al. (2017) is used. H nln,1   h1lnn ,1 , , hmn
,1 , ,

T

ln 
M
hMn
is the nth (1≤n≤M) column vector in
,1   
channel matrix H1, representing the channel gain
between the first antenna in all receiving antenna

ln
pairs and the nth transmitting antenna TXn. hmn
,1

represents the channel gain between the first antenna
in the mth receiving antenna pair and the nth transmitln
ting antenna. Similarly, H nln,2   h1lnn ,2 , , hmn
,2 , ,

T

ln
M

hMn
is the nth (1≤n≤M) column vector in
,2   
channel matrix H2, representing the channel gain
between the second antenna in all receiving antenna
ln
pairs and the nth transmitting antenna TXn. hmn
,2

represents the channel gain between the second antenna in the mth receiving antenna pair and the nth
transmitting antenna.  represents the gain coefficient of the transmitting antenna and is set as a
constant.
Fig. 2 is the model diagram of OAM electromagnetic wave propagation in an OAM-GSM system.
As shown in Fig. 2, qmn,1 and qmn,2 represent the distances from receiving antennas RXm,1 and RXm,2 to
transmitting antenna TXn, respectively. The distances
between transmitting antenna TXn and receiving antennas RXn,1 and RXn,2 are equal and are expressed by
qnn. dmn,1 and dmn,2 represent the radial distances from
transmitting antenna TXn to receiving antennas RXm,1
and RXm,2, respectively. The radial distances from
transmitting antenna TXn to receiving antennas RXn,1
and RXn,2 are equal, denoted by dnn. ωn represents the
optical waist radius of the OAM electromagnetic
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wave when the OAM state is ln and z=0. wn(z) represents the radius where the amplitude of the electromagnetic wave drops to 1/e. θmn,1 and θmn,2 represent
the azimuth of receiving antenna pair RXm,1 and
RXm,2, respectively. σ represents the angle between
two receiving antennas in a pair of receiving antennas,
ln represents the OAM state of an OAM wave emitted
by the nth transmitting antenna, k represents the wave
number, and λ represents the wavelength. According
to the channel model of an OAM wireless communication system, the channel gain between the mth
receiving antenna pair RXm,1, RXm,2, and the nth
ln
ln
transmitting antenna TXn is denoted as hmn
,1 , hmn ,2 ,

and expressed as Eq. (2). In an OAM-GSM system,
the OAM states of OAM beams that can be emitted by
transmitting antennas are selected from the OAM
state set with a medium probability. In different time
slots, the OAM states of OAM beams emitted by
transmitting antennas may be different. Therefore,
channel gain matrices H1 and H2 of the OAM-GSM
system are related to the states of the OAM beams
emitted by transmitting antennas. That is, at any
moment, the OAM states of OAM beams selected by
the transmitting antenna determine the channel matrix
of the OAM-GSM system. Let 1 be the set of all
possible H1 matrices and  2 the set of all possible

H2 matrices. The channel gain matrix H1 of the
OAM-GSM system is selected from channel gain
matrix set 1 with a medium probability, and

channel gain matrix H2 of the OAM-GSM system is
selected from channel gain matrix set  2 with a
medium probability, so H1  1 , H 2   2 . Since

the states of OAM beams emitted by transmitting
antennas are selected from L OAM states with a medium probability, the number of channel gain matrices
included in channel gain matrix sets 1 and  2 is

  LM .


 ikq

e mn ,1 eiln π 2 , m  n,
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(2c)

Let  be the symbol set of GSM. This represents the set of all possible transmission vectors and
x   M represents the signal vectors emitted by the
transmitting antennas, x  . Any x can be expressed as the product of antenna selection matrix A
and modulation symbol vector s  [ s1 , s2 , , sM a ]T
  M a , that is, x=As. Then for the GSM symbol set,
 ={x : x  As, A  , s  }.

Therefore, the input and output equations of the
OAM-GSM system can be expressed as
Fig. 2 Model diagram of OAM electromagnetic wave
propagation in an OAM-GSM system

Y1  H1 x  W =H1 As  W ,

(3)

Y2  H 2 x  W =H 2 As  W .

(4)
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In Eqs. (3) and (4), Y1 represents the signals received by the first antenna in all receiving antenna
pairs and Y2 represents the signals received by the
second antenna in all receiving antenna pairs. The
channel gain matrices H1 and H2 remain unchanged in
a time slot. w  [ w1 ,w2 ,  ,wM ]T   M represents a
circularly symmetric complex Gaussian noise vector.
Each element in w has a mean of 0 and a variance of
σ2w. In Eqs. (3) and (4), the signal vector x emitted by a
transmitter is independent of channel matrices
H1   M M and H 2   M M . At any moment, antenna selection matrix A is selected with a medium
probability from antenna selection matrix set , and
a modulation symbol vector s is selected with a medium probability from modulation symbol vector set
. Therefore, A and s are also independent of each
other.
2.2 OAM-GSM system transmission mechanism

For a traditional GSM system, assuming that the
number of transmitting antennas is M and the number
of activated antennas is Ma, the modulation symbols
transmitted by each activated antenna are modulated
with P-point constellation modulation. Then a binary
bit stream of the system will be divided into two parts





for transmission. B1GSM = log 2 CMM a  bits are used


to select an activated antenna combination and
B2GSM =M a log 2 P  bits are used to select modulation symbols. Therefore, the transmission rate of the
OAM-GSM system is





RGSM  log 2 CMM a   M a log 2 P  .



(5)

In an OAM-GSM system, we introduce OAM
states, using different OAM states for encoding and
modulation. Some bits in a binary bit stream can be
mapped to different OAM states, so that information
transmission can be achieved by selecting different
OAM states. The OAM state of the OAM beam
transmitted by each antenna is selected from L OAM
states in OAM state set Q with a medium probability,
so each transmitting antenna can transmit log2 L bits
of information by selecting OAM states. In addition,
in the OAM-GSM system, part of bits in the binary bit
stream are used to select antennas and part of bits are

used to select constellation symbols.
In general, at a certain moment in an OAM-GSM
system, Ma activated antennas are selected from M
transmitting antennas for data transmission, and there
are a total of CMM a activated antenna combinations. To





 log C M a 
2
M


modulate information, a total of   2
sets
of transmitting antenna combinations are selected as
activated antenna combinations to transmit information. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 3, in an OAMGSM system, the total information bits at each moment are divided into three parts for transmission.
B1 = log 2 CMM a  bits are used to select a group of


activated antennas, B2=Malog2 P bits are used to
transmit Ma constellation symbols with P-point constellation modulation, and B3=Malog2 L bits are used
to select Ma OAM states.
Thus, the transmission rate of an OAM-GSM
system is





ROAM-GSM 





log C M a   M log P   M log L  ,
a 
2 
a 
2 
 2 M 

(6)

where · means round down.
In Fig. 3, the number of transmitting antennas
contained in the uniform linear array at the transmitter
is M=4, the number of antennas activated at a certain
moment is Ma=2, and the OAM state set Q contains
two OAM states, 1 and −1. The modulation symbol
transmitted by each activated antenna is modulated by
4PSK technology. From the above description, this
system can transmit log2 C 24 +2log2 4+2log2 2=
8 bits.
2.3 OAM-GSM system reception mechanism

Compared with a traditional GSM system, the
OAM-GSM system not only loads information on the
activated antenna combination and constellation
symbols, but also loads part of the information on the
OAM states of the transmitted OAM beams. Therefore, the receiver of the OAM-GSM system needs to
detect all information sent by the transmitter, including information of the activated antenna combination,
modulation symbols, and OAM states.
In the OAM-GSM system model, OAM states
and the channel matrix of the OAM-GSM system are
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inseparable. We assume that the channel gain matrix
set , activated antenna matrix set , and modulation symbol vector signal set  of the OAM-GSM
system are known at the receiver. The maximum
likelihood method can be used to detect the information sent by the transmitter. By exhaustively
searching , , and , the estimated values of
channel gain matrix H1, antenna selection matrix A,
and modulation symbol vector s can be calculated:
 Hˆ 1 , Aˆ , sˆ   arg min || y  H k Ai s j ||2 , (7)

 1 k   ,1i   ,1 j  

where y is the signal detected by the receiver, Ĥ1 , Â ,
and ŝ are the demodulated channel gain matrix, antenna selection matrix, and symbol vector, respectively. Through Hˆ , Aˆ , and sˆ, transmitting antenna
1

indices, OAM states, and the signal transmitted using
traditional modulation methods can be obtained.
However, because of the use of exhaustive search, the
complexity of the maximum likelihood detection
method is very high and each detection requires 
times of complex multiplication. , , and  represent the number of activated antenna matrices in ,
number of modulation symbol vectors in , and

number of channel gain matrices in , respectively.
This approach is difficult to implement when the
number of transmitting antennas, OAM states, or
modulation symbols is large.
For the OAM-GSM system model designed in
this study, we propose a separate detection method to
detect traditional modulation symbols, the activated
antenna matrix, and OAM states (Cover and Thomas,
2006). Both antennas in a receiving antenna pair are
placed in the ring area of the OAM beam transmitted
by a corresponding transmitting antenna, so the signal
strengths received by two antennas in the same receiving antenna pair are equal. Therefore, when detecting the active mode and traditional modulation
symbols, only the signal received by one of the antennas in a receiving antenna pair is required to participate in the calculation. This paper uses signals
received by the first antenna in receiving antenna
pairs to participate in the calculation. From the phases
of the OAM beam detected by two receiving antennas
in a receiving antenna pair, the OAM state of the
OAM electromagnetic wave can be judged by the
phase gradient method (Edfors and Johansson, 2012):
2
 Ma
kˆ  arg max   yC ( k ,i ),1  .
1 k  
 i 1


Fig. 3 Schematic of bit mapping at the transmitter of the OAM-GSM system

(8)
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the OAM beam emitted by the mth transmitting
antenna.
According to the antenna selection matrix and
OAM state demodulated in the previous two steps,
combined with the channel gain calculation method
given by Eq. (2), the channel gain matrix can be calculated. Then, the maximum likelihood method is
used to demodulate the modulation symbol vector, as
shown in Eq. (10):

First, the activation mode adopted by the transmitter can be determined according to the received
signal strength, as shown in Eq. (8). C(k, i) represents
the sequence number of the ith activated antenna in the
activated antenna combination represented by the kth
activated antenna matrix in set . yC(k,i),1 is the signal
received by the first antenna in the receiving antenna
pair corresponding to the ith activated antenna in the
activated antenna combination represented by the kth
activated antenna matrix in set . k̂ represents that

sˆ  min || y  H1 As j ||2 ,

the demodulated antenna selection matrix is the k̂ th
one in set .
After determining the antenna selection matrix,
the gradient phase method can be used to demodulate
the OAM state according to the phase of the OAM
beam detected by the receiving antenna corresponding to the activated antenna, as shown in Eq. (9):

m,1  m,2
,
lˆm 

1 j  

where H1 and A are the channel gain matrix and antenna selection matrix demodulated according to the
first two steps respectively, ŝ is the symbol vector
demodulated, and the transmission symbol transmitted by the traditional modulation method can be obtained through sˆ.
In Fig. 4, the number of receiving antenna pairs
at the receiver is M=4 and the number of antennas
activated at a certain time is Ma=2. The OAM state set
Q includes two OAM states, which are 1 and −1. The
modulation symbol transmitted by each activated
antenna is modulated by 4PSK technology.

(9)



where m,1 and m,2 are the phases of the OAM beam
detected by receiving antennas RXm,1 and RXm,2,
respectively. lˆ represents the demodulated state of
m

Mapping table for part B1
Bit sequence
Antenna combination
00
(1, 2)
01
(1, 3)
10
(2, 3)
11
(3, 4)
RX1,1
RX1,2

RX2,1
RX2,2

Detect the number of
activated antennas

(1, 3)

-1+i

Detect P-point
constellation

1+i

Inverse
mapping

B1:01

Inverse
mapping

B2:1000

Mapping table for part B2
Bit sequence
Modulation symbols
00
1+i
01
1-i
10
-1+i
11
-1-i

RXM,1
RXM,2

1
Detect the OAM state
-1

(10)

Inverse
mapping

Integration

B3:01

Mapping table for part B3
Bit sequence
OAM state
0
1
1
-1

Fig. 4 Structure diagram of the receiver of the OAM-GSM system
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3 Capacity, energy efficiency, and BER
analysis of the OAM-GSM system
3.1 Channel capacity analysis of the OAM-GSM
system

It is assumed that the signal vector x emitted by
the transmitter is formed by the product of the ith
matrix Ai in the activated antenna matrix set  and
the jth vector si in the modulation symbol vector signal
set . Meanwhile, it is assumed that the channel matrix formed by the OAM state of the OAM beam
selected by the activated antenna is Hk, the kth matrix
in the set of channel gain matrix 1. The signal
vector y received by the first antenna in a receiving
antenna pair can be expressed as follows:
y  H k Ai s j  W .

Theorem 1 Assume that all elements in W in the
input and output equations of the system are additive
white Gaussian noise with a mean of 0 and variance

of  w2 . If the symbol vector si, antenna selection
matrix Ai, and channel matrix Hk are known, then the
channel capacity formula can be derived as
C =log 2  








k 1 j 1 i 1

(W )log 2







 e ,
k1 1 j1 1 i1 1

(13a)

=

W

2

 H k Ai s j  H k1 Ai1 s j1  W

 w2

2

.

(13b)

The proof of Theorem 1 is given in Appendix A.

(11)

3.2 Energy efficiency analysis of the OAM-GSM
system

Regardless of the classical Shannon channel
capacity or the channel capacity of a traditional
MIMO system, when input symbols obey a Gaussian
distribution, the channel capacity reaches its maximum value (Cover and Thomas, 2006). The OAMGSM system proposed in this study is different from
traditional MIMO systems. The special feature is that
spatial symbols, modulation symbols, and OAM state
values transmitted through antennas are all integers.
That is, the antenna serial number, modulation symbol vector, and OAM state value are not subject to a
Gaussian distribution. This means that for the channel
capacity of the OAM-GSM system, its value depends
on a mixture of discrete and continuous input. For
simplicity, the OAM-GSM system channel can be
regarded as a discrete input continuous output
memoryless channel, so the channel capacity of the
OAM-GSM system can be derived as (Gallager et al.,
1968)

The energy efficiency of the proposed OAMGSM mmWave communication system is analyzed
below and compared with that of traditional GSM
communication systems. Assuming that all transmitting antennas distribute transmission power equally,
then the power consumed by a multi-antenna transmitter is (Simon and Alouini, 2005)



C=

max

p ( s j ), p ( Ai ), p ( H k )

  log 2





  p  y, H
k 1 j 1 i 1







p y H k , Ai , s j




k , Ai , s j

 p  y, H
k1 1 j1 1 i1 1

(12a)





k1 , Ai1 , s j1

 dy,



.

(12b)

p total  M a pa   M a p,

(14)

where pa is the power consumed by a circuit related to
an activated antenna, p the transmit power of an activated antenna, a the number of activated antennas,
and τ the slope of the load-dependent power consumption. Compared with transmitting antennas, the
power consumed by receiving antennas is very small
and can be ignored (Simon and Alouini, 2005;
Stavridis et al., 2012). The energy efficiency of a
communication system can be expressed as

  B  C ( M a p) p total ,

(15)

where Map represents the total transmit power, B
represents the bandwidth, and C(Map) is the capacity
in terms of the total transmit power. Therefore, the
energy efficiency of the OAM-GSM mmWave
communication system can be expressed as
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OAM-GSM 

B  COAM-GSM ( M a p )
,
M a pa   M a p

(16)

where COAM-GSM(Map) can be derived from the analysis of the channel capacity of the OAM-GSM system
in Appendix A.
For a traditional GSM system with the same
number of activated antennas as in the OAM-GSM
mmWave wireless communication system, its energy
efficiency can be expressed as

GSM

B  CGSM ( M a p)

.
M a pa   M a p

represent the number of bits used to select the activated antenna combination, kmod=log2 P the number of
bits used to select P-point constellation modulation
symbols, and kOAM=log2 L the number of bits used to
select OAM states.
Theorem 2 If separate detection is used to handle
the detection of the traditional modulation symbol,
activated antenna matrix, and OAM state, then the
BER of the OAM-GSM system can be expressed as
eb 

(17)

CGSM(Map) can be obtained from the analysis of
the channel capacity of a traditional GSM system
(Xiao et al., 2014).
3.3 BER analysis of the OAM-GSM system

For the proposed OAM-GSM mmWave communication system, the receiver extracts the transmitted symbols from the received signal and demodulates according to the activated antenna combination,
OAM states, and constellation symbols. In the proposed OAM-GSM system, determination of the
transmitting antenna index depends on the power
strength of receiving antenna pairs. Based on the
OAM-GSM system, the receiving antenna corresponding to the transmitting antenna is arranged in the
intensity focusing circular area where the OAM beam
intensity is the largest. It is assumed that the channel
gain matrix, activated antenna matrix, and modulation
symbol vector signal sets of the OAM-GSM system
are known at the receiver. Separate detection can be
used to handle the detection of the traditional modulation symbol, activated antenna matrix, and OAM
state separately (Zhang R et al., 2015).
s
For future calculations, eant
is defined to repre-

sent the symbol error rate (SER) of the space signal
s
part. emod
is defined to represent the SER of the

modulation symbol when considering whether the
s
activated antenna is detected correctly. eOAM
is de-

fined to represent the SER of the OAM state symbol
when considering whether the activated antennas are
detected correctly. kant  log 2 CMM a  is defined to



s
s
s
 kant eant
 M a emod
 M a eOAM

kant  M a kmod  M a kOAM



where  kant   kant 1  2 kant 1   kant 1

 2

 kant

,

(18)



 1 , δ0=0.

The proof of Theorem 2 is given in Appendix B.
We simulate the BER of the OAM-GSM system
and compare it with that of a traditional GSM system.
In the simulation, both the transmitter and receiver of
the traditional GSM system use uniform linear antenna arrays, and the number of antennas at the
transmitter is the same as that at the transmitter in the
OAM-GSM system. The difference between the traditional GSM and OAM-GSM systems is that OAM
antennas are configured in the transmitter and receiver in an OAM-GSM system to realize transmission and reception of OAM beams, while the transmitter and receiver in a GSM system use the antennas
usually used. In the simulation, the number of activated antennas at a certain moment in a traditional
GSM system is the same as that of activated antennas
in the OAM-GSM system. The traditional GSM system and the OAM-GSM system use the same signal
modulation strategy of the same order. Default parameter settings in the simulation are shown in
Table 2 (Liu et al., 2016).
Fig. 5 shows how the BER of the OAM-GSM
and traditional GSM systems varies with the signalto-noise ratio (SNR). The simulation results show that
the BER of the OAM-GSM and traditional GSM
systems decreases with the increase of SNR. When
SNR is smaller than or equal to 6 dB, the BER of the
OAM-GSM system is larger than that of a traditional
GSM system. When SNR is greater than 6 dB, the
BER of the OAM-GSM system is smaller than that of
a traditional GSM system. When SNR is 15 dB,
compared with the traditional GSM system, the BER
of the OAM-GSM system drops by 91.5%.
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Table 2 Simulation parameters
Parameter

Value

Carrier frequency (GHz)

70

Bandwidth (GHz)

1

Transmission distance (m)

50

Number of optional OAM states

2

Set of OAM states

(10, 30)

Noise power spectral density (dBm/Hz)

−174

Distance between transmitting antennas

20λ

Number of transmitting antennas

4

Number of receiving antenna pairs

4

Number of antennas activated

2

Modulation type
Power consumed by a circuit related to
an activated antenna (W)
Slope of the load-dependent power
consumption

4PSK
6.8
4.0

100

10−2
91.5%

BER

10−1

10−3
GSM
OAM-GSM

10−4
−10

−5

0
5
SNR (dB)

10

15

Fig. 5 BER vs. SNR in the OAM-GSM system and traditional GSM system

Fig. 6a shows how the BER of an OAM-GSM
system changes with SNR when the number of optional OAM states is different. Simulation results
show that when SNR is smaller than or equal to 9 dB
and is fixed, the BER of the OAM-GSM system decreases with the increase of the number of optional
OAM states. When SNR is greater than or equal to
14 dB and is fixed, the BER of the OAM-GSM system increases with the increase of the number of optional OAM states.
Fig. 6b shows the situation where the BER of the
OAM-GSM system changes with SNR under different modulation modes of P-point constellation modulation. The simulation results show that under the
same SNR, the BER of the OAM-GSM system decreases with the increase of the point number in the
P-point constellation modulation method.
In the actual process, we can increase the number of transmitting antennas and the number of activated antennas to achieve a larger channel capacity.
Considering the case of using a different number of
transmitting antennas, the simulation results are
shown in Fig. 6c.
Fig. 6c shows how the BER of the OAM-GSM
system varies with SNR when the number of transmitting antennas is different. Simulation results show
that the BER of the OAM-GSM system increases with
the increase of the number of transmitting antennas
when SNR is unchanged.
3.4 OAM-GSM system based on channel flip
precoding

Through the simulation analysis of the BER
performance of an OAM-GSM system, it can be

100

100

10−1

10−1

10−1

10−2

10−2

BER

100

10−2

10−3
−10

L=2
L=4
L=6

−5

0
5
SNR (dB)

(a)

10

15

10−3
−10

2PSK
4PSK
8PSK

−5

−3

0
5
SNR (dB)

(b)

10

15

10
−10

M=4
M=6
M=8

−5

0
5
SNR (dB)

10

15

(c)

Fig. 6 BER of the OAM-GSM system changing with SNR considering different numbers of optional OAM states (a),
different modulation modes of P-point constellation modulation (b), and different numbers of transmitting antennas (c)
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known that the BER of the system increases with the
increase of the number of transmitting antennas with
other conditions unchanged. With the increase of
bandwidth, the interference in the channel will increase, and the BER performance of the system will
become worse. To reduce the BER when there is a
large number of transmitting antennas, we propose a
precoding solution for the OAM-GSM system.
After adding a transmitter precoder, esant is defined to represent the SER of the spatial signal part of
the system. e s is defined to represent the SER of
mod

the modulation symbol when considering whether the
activated antennas are detected correctly. e s
is
OAM

defined to represent the SER of the OAM state symbol when considering whether the activated antennas
are detected correctly.
The precoding matrix is (An et al., 2017)



P  H1H H1 H1H



1

.

(19)

The signal received by the receiver can be expressed as

y1  H1 PAs  W .

(20)

Substituting Eq. (19) into Eq. (20) gives
y1  As  W .

(21)

Theorem 3
If we add a channel flip precoding
module to the OAM-GSM system, then the BER of

the system can be expressed as
eb 

s
s
s
 kant eant
 M a emod
 M a eOAM

kant  M a kmod  M a kOAM



where  kant   kant 1  2 kant 1   kant 1

 2

 kant

(22)

,



 1 , δ0=0.

The proof of Theorem 3 is given in Appendix C.
The BER performance of the OAM-GSM system based on channel flip precoding is simulated and
compared with that of the OAM-GSM system without
precoding. In the simulation, default parameters are
the same as those in the BER performance simulation
(Table 2).
Fig. 7a shows the curves of the BER of the
OAM-GSM system with or without precoding
changing with the SNR when the number of transmitting antennas is different. Fig. 7b shows the curve
of the BER of the OAM-GSM system with or without
precoding changing with the SNR when the number
of optional OAM states is 6. Fig.7c shows the curve
of the BER of the OAM-GSM system with or without
precoding changing with the SNR when the constellation modulation method used is 4PSK.
The simulation results show that under the same
SNR condition, the BER of the OAM-GSM system
with precoding is smaller than that of the OAM-GSM
system without precoding. When the SNR is 15 dB,
compared with the OAM-GSM system without precoding, the BER of the OAM-GSM system with
precoding is reduced by 99.9%.

Fig. 7 BER of the OAM-GSM system with or without precoding changing with SNR considering different numbers of
transmitting antennas (a), different numbers of optional OAM states (b), and different modulation modes of P-point
constellation modulation (c) (TPC: transmitter precoder)
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4 Performance simulation and analysis of
the OAM-GSM system

Capacity (bit/(s·Hz))

In this section we simulate the channel capacity
and energy efficiency of the system based on the
OAM-GSM system and compare them with the
channel capacity and energy efficiency of a traditional
GSM system. Default parameters are the same as in
the BER performance simulation (Table 2).
Fig. 8 shows how the channel capacity of the
OAM-GSM communication system varies with the
transmission SNR when different P-point constellation modulation methods are used. Simulation results
show that the channel capacity of the OAM-GSM
system gradually increases with the increase of the
SNR when the selected constellation modulation
method remains unchanged. When the SNR is greater
than or equal to 8 dB, the BER of the OAM-GSM
system increases with the increase of the point number in the P-point constellation modulation method.
12
10

Fig. 10 shows how the channel capacity of the
OAM-GSM, OAM-SM, and traditional GSM systems
varies with the SNR. Simulation results show that the
channel capacity of the three systems gradually increases with the increase of SNR. For the OAMGSM system, the channel capacity increases with the
increase in the number of optional OAM states and is
always greater than those of the OAM-SM system and
the traditional GSM system. When SNR is 32 dB,
compared with the traditional GSM system, the
channel capacity of the OAM-GSM system with an
optional OAM state number of 2 is increased by 42%,
and the channel capacity of the OAM-GSM system
with an optional OAM state number of 4 is increased
by 80%. Compared with the SM system, the channel
capacity of the OAM-GSM system with an optional
OAM state number of 4 is increased by 177%.

2PSK
4PSK
8PSK

8
6
4
2
0
−20 −16 −12 −8 −4

0

4 8 12 16
SNR (dB)

20 24 28 32

Fig. 9 Capacity of the OAM-GSM system with respect to
the transmission distance considering different numbers
of transmitting antennas

Fig. 8 Capacity of the OAM-GSM system with respect to
the transmission SNR considering the P-point constellation modulation method

Fig. 9 shows how the channel capacity of the
OAM-GSM system changes with the transmission
distance when the number of transmitting antennas in
the uniform linear array at the transmitter is different.
Simulation results show that when the number of
transmitting antennas is fixed, the channel capacity of
the OAM-GSM system increases first and then decreases with the increase of the transmission distance.
When the transmission distance is fixed, the channel
capacity of the OAM-GSM system increases with the
increase of the number of transmitting antennas.

Fig. 10 Capacity of the OAM-GSM system, OAM-SM
system, and traditional GSM system with respect to the
transmission SNR
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and the maximum energy efficiency of the OAMGSM system with an optional OAM state number of 4
is increased by 54%. Compared with the OAM-SM
system, the maximum energy efficiency of the OAMGSM system with an optional OAM state number of 4
is increased by 113%.

2.5

31%

GSM
OAM-GSM, L=2
OAM-GSM, L=4
OAM-SM, L=4

113%

3.0

54%

3.5

Energy efficiency (×108 bit/J)

Fig. 11 shows how the channel capacity of the
OAM-GSM, OAM-SM, and traditional GSM systems
varies with the transmission distance. Simulation
results show that the channel capacity of the OAMGSM and traditional GSM systems increases first and
then decreases with the increase of transmission distance. The channel capacity of the OAM-SM system
decreases with the increase of the transmission distance. When the transmission distance is fixed, the
channel capacity of the OAM-GSM system is always
higher than those of the OAM-SM and GSM systems.
When the transmission distance reaches 90 m, compared with the traditional GSM system, the channel
capacity of the OAM-GSM system with an optional
OAM state number of 2 is increased by 47%, and the
channel capacity of the OAM-GSM system with an
optional OAM state number of 4 is increased by 69%.
Compared with the OAM-SM system, the channel
capacity of the OAM-GSM system with an optional
OAM state number of 4 is increased by 183%.

2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
−20 −16 −12 −8 −4

0

4 8 12 16
SNR (dB)

20 24 28 32

Fig. 12 Energy efficiency of the OAM-GSM system,
OAM-SM system, and traditional GSM system with
respect to the transmission SNR
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Fig. 11 Capacity of the OAM-GSM system, OAM-SM
system, and traditional GSM system with respect to the
transmission distance

Fig. 12 shows how the energy efficiency of the
OAM-GSM, OAM-SM, and traditional GSM systems
varies with SNR. Simulation results show that the
energy efficiency of the OAM-GSM, OAM-SM, and
traditional GSM systems increases first and then decreases with the increase of the transmission SNR,
and there is a maximum energy efficiency. Compared
with the traditional GSM system, the maximum energy efficiency of the OAM-GSM system with an
optional OAM state number of 2 is increased by 31%,

In this paper, inspired by the idea of using OAM
states to encode and decode signals, an OAM-GSM
mmWave wireless communication system is designed.
The channel capacity, energy efficiency, and BER
performance of the proposed OAM-GSM mmWave
wireless communication system are derived and
simulated. The BER model of an OAM-GSM system
based on channel flip precoding is established.
Compared with traditional GSM systems, the OAMGSM mmWave wireless communication system offers a significant performance improvement. Numerical results show that compared with the traditional GSM communication system, the OAM-GSM
system has more complex transmission and reception
mechanisms, but the channel capacity and maximum
energy efficiency are increased by 80% and 54%,
respectively, and the BER drops by 91.5%. A channel
precoding algorithm can significantly reduce the BER
of the OAM-GSM system. The OAM-GSM mmWave
wireless communication system designed in this
study can be used as a candidate solution for future
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mobile networks. In the realization of the OAM-GSM
mmWave wireless communication system, how to
achieve perfect alignment of the transmitting antenna
array and receiving antenna array is a challenge that
requires further research.
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where p(·) represents the PDF of random variables.
When discrete input is uniformly distributed,
channel capacity reaches the maximum (Goldsmith et
al., 2003). As can be seen from the above, the selection of activated antenna matrix Ai, modulation
symbol vector sj, and channel gain matrix Hk depends
on an input random bit stream. Assuming that each bit
of the input is independent and uniformly distributed,
Ai, sj, and Hk are selected from activated antenna
matrix set , modulation symbol vector signal set
, and all possible channel gain matrix set  with a
medium probability, respectively. Thus, channel capacity reaches the maximum value when all are
equally probabilistic. Thus, we have

Appendix A: Proof of Theorem 1

Through Eq. (A1), we can obtain that for the
case where the antenna selection matrix is Ai, modulation symbol vector is si, channel gain matrix is Hk,
and receiving symbol vector is y, the PDF can be
expressed as

We consider that all elements in W in the input
and output equations of the system are additive white
Gaussian noise with a mean of 0 and variance of  w2 ,
and that symbol vector si, antenna selection matrix Ai,
and channel matrix Hk are known. Thus, the conditional probability density function (PDF) of the signal
vector y received by a receiver can be expressed as
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According to the conditional probability expression in Eq. (A1), the PDF of the received symbol
vector y can be obtained as follows:
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Substituting Eqs. (A5) and (A6) into channel capacity
Eq. (12b), Eq. (12b) can be further derived as
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mission power of the OAM-GSM communication
system, and si is the ith vector in vector signal set  .
As shown in Eqs. (B2) and (B3), the signal strength at
receiving antenna RX vi ,1 corresponding to an active
transmitting antenna can be represented by | yvi ,1 |2 ,
and the signal strength at receiving antenna RXui ,1
corresponding to an inactive transmitting antenna can

dy
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where the noise is  ~  0,  w2 , ρ is the trans-

The channel capacity formula can be derived as


2

When detecting the activated antenna combination, the combination with the largest sum of signal
strengths in the receiving antenna is determined as the
selected active mode. Since each pair of receiving
antennas at the receiver is arranged in the intensity
focusing circular area where the intensity of the OAM
beam is the greatest, each pair of receiving antennas
needs only to compare the signal strength received by
one of the antennas. Here, each pair of receiving antennas takes the signal obtained by the first antenna.
From the analysis of the system model, it can be
concluded that the signal received by antenna RX j ,1

i 1

(A7)
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be expressed by | yui ,1 |2 .  02   w2 2 . (·) and ()
represent taking the real part and imaginary part,
respectively.
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Based on the definition of chi-square distribution
(Mood et al., 1974), Eqs. (B2) and (B3) can be written
as
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where ant is the event of correctly detecting the activated antenna matrix (Zhang R et al., 2015).
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When azimuth σ is reasonably set, the judgment
of the OAM state must be correct, so the SER of the

adopted by the corresponding transmitting antenna.
According to the power intensity of the received
signal, the probability of correctly judging the transmitting antenna index is given by
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When considering whether the activated antenna
is detected correctly, the SER of the modulation
symbol is (Zhang R et al., 2015)
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SER of the P-point constellation modulation symbol
is (Irshid and Salous, 1991; Simon and Alouini, 2005)
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where Md is the number of different antennas between
detection activated antennas and actual activated
antennas, and Mc is the number of the same antennas
between detection activated antennas and actual ac-

where xi represents the signal emitted by the ith activated antenna. The signal strengths received by receiving antennas RXvi ,1 and RXui ,1 are

tivated antennas. e0s  ( P  1) / P is the SER of the
modulation symbol detected when the corresponding
transmitting antenna is an inactivated antenna due to
an error in activating antenna judgment.
When considering whether the activated antennas are detected correctly, the SER of the OAM state
symbol is
Md
s
s
 eant
.
(B10)
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Based on the definition of the chi-square distribution, the above formulae can be written as
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square distribution of g (the degree of freedom is 2).
In the system with added precoding, the probability of correctly judging the transmitting antenna
index is given by
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After the precoding module is added, when detecting a combination of the activated antenna, the
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to an active transmitting antenna can be represented
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tribution of random variable g (the degree of freedom
is 2),    | s |2  2 , and  2 ( g ) is the chi-
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Therefore, the BER of the OAM-GSM system can be
expressed as
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The relationship between BER and SER can be
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where P | y vi ,1 |2  g vi ,1 | vi ,1
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bility that the signal strength received by the activated
antenna is equal to
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When azimuth σ is reasonably set, the judgment
of the OAM state must be correct, so the SER of the
s
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OAM state signal is eOAM

Considering whether the activated antenna is
detected correctly, the SER of the system’s modulation symbol after adding the precoding module is
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Considering whether the activated antennas are
detected correctly, the SER of the system’s OAM
state symbol after adding the precoding module is
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PDF of the chi-square distribution. Thus, the SER of
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precoding module is
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Therefore, the total BER of the system after adding
the precoding module can be expressed as
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